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Agenda
• Part 1: yesterday
– Publishing content on the Semantic Web
• Intro to the Semantic Web
• Basic technologies
• Linked Data
• Exercise
• Metadata in HTML
• RDFa
• Exercise

• Part 2: today
– Semantic search
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Semantic Search

State of search
• “We are at the beginning of search.“ (Marissa Mayer)
• Old battles are won
– Marginal returns on investments in crawling, indexing, ranking
– Solved large classes of queries (e.g. navigational)
– Lots of tempting, but high hanging fruits

• Currently, the biggest bottlenecks in IR not computational, but in modeling
user cognition (Prabhakar Raghavan)
– If only we could find a computationally expensive way to solve the problem
• then we should be able to make it go faster

• In particular, solving queries that require a deeper understanding of
the query, the content and/or the world at large
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Some examples…
• Ambiguous searches
– Paris Hilton
• Multimedia search
– Images of Paris Hilton
• Imprecise or overly precise searches
– Publications by Jim Hendler
– Find images of strong and adventurous people (Lenat)
• Searches for descriptions
– Search for yourself without using your name
– Product search (ads!)
• Searches that require aggregation
– Size of the Eiffer tower (Lenat)
– Public opinion on Britney Spears
– World temperature by 2020
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Not just search…
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Semantic (Web) Search
• Def. matching the user’s query with the Web’s content at a conceptual
level, often with the help of world knowledge
– R. Guha, R. McCool: Semantic Search, WWW2003

• Moving from document search toward search over structured data
– Without dividing the search space into verticals

• Related disciplines
– Semantic Web, IR, Databases, NLP, IE

• As a field
– ISWC/ESWC/ASWC, WWW, SIGIR
– Exploring Semantic Annotations in Information Retrieval (ECIR08, WSDM09)
– Semantic Search Workshop (ESWC08, WWW09)
– Future of Web Search: Semantic Search (FoWS09)
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Semantics at every step of the IR process
The IR engine

bla bla bla?

The Web

Query interpretation
q=“bla” * 3
Document interpretation bla
bla bla
Indexing
Ranking

θ(q,d)

bla
bla bla

bla
bla
bla

“bla”

Result presentation
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Document
Interpretation

Document processing
• Goal
– Provide a higher level representation of information in some
conceptual space

• Limited document understanding in traditional search
– Page structure such as fields, templates
– Understanding of anchors, other HTML elements
– Limited NLP

• In Semantic Search, more advanced text processing and/or
reliance on explicit metadata
– Information sources are not only text but also databases and
web services
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Automated approaches
• Trade-off between precision, recall and effort
– Low cost, broad coverage, but error-prone
– Expensive, targeted but precise

• Variety of approaches
– NLP
• Named entity extraction with or without disambiguation
• From text to triples
– Linguistic patterns
– Deep parsing

– Information Extraction
• Form filling combined with list extraction (Halevy et al.)
• Wrapper induction

• (Public) examples:
– NLP: Zemanta, OpenCalais,
– Wrapper induction: Dapper, MashMaker
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Semantic Web

• Making the Web searchable through explicit
semantics
– Embedded metadata
• microformats
• RDFa
• Microdata (HTML5)

– Publisher feeds
• DataRSS

– Wrappers around websites and web services
• SearchMonkey, YQL

– SPARQL endpoints or Linked Data wrappers around
databases
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Example: microformats and RDFa
Microformat (hCard)
<a class="

<div class="

email fn

">

" href="mailto:jfriday@host.com">

<div class="
<div class="

vcard

title

tel "> +1-919-555-7878
"> Area Administrator, Assistant

Joe Friday

</a>

</div>
</div>

</div>

RDFa

<p typeof="contact:Info" about="http://example.org/staff/jo">
<span property="contact:fn">Jo Smith</span>.
<span property="contact:title">Web hacker</span> at
<a rel="contact:org" href="http://example.org"> Example.org </a>.
You can contact me <a rel="contact:email"
href="mailto:jo@example.org">
via email </a>.
</p> ...

Coming soon: Microdata in HTML5
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How far are we? Lot’s of data or very little?
Percentage of URLs with embedded
metadata in various formats

>400% increase
in RDFa data

Sep, 2008

Mar, 2009
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Investigating the data gap through query logs
• How big a Semantic Web do we need?
• Just big enough… to answer all the questions that users may want to ask
– Query logs are a record of what users want to know as a whole

• Research questions:
– How much of this data would ever surface through search?
– What categories of queries can be answered?
– What’s the role of large sites?
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Method
• Simulate the average search behavior of users by replaying query logs
– Reproducible experiments (given query log data)
• BOSS web search API returns RDF/XML metadata for search result URLs

• Caveats
– For us, and for the time being, search = document search
• For this experiment, we assume current bag-of-words document retrieval is a
reasonable approximation of semantic search

– For us, search = web search
• We are dealing with the average search user
• There are many queries the users have learned not to ask

– Volume is a rough approximation of value
• There are rare information needs with high pay-offs, e.g. patent search, financial
data, biomedical data…
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Data
• Microformats, eRDF, RDFa data
• Query log data
– US query log
– Random sample of 7k queries
– Recent query log covering over a month period

• Query classification data
– US query log
– 1000 queries classified into various categories
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Number of queries with a given number of results with
On average, a query has
particular formats (N=7081)
at least one result
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

ANY

2127

1164

492

244

85

24

10

hcard

1457

370

93

11

3

0

rel-tag

1317

350

95

44

14

adr

456

77

21

6

hatom

450

52

8

license

359

21

xfn

339

26

with metadata.

9

10

5

3

1

7623

1.08

0

0

0

0

2535

0.36

8

6

3

1

1

2681

0.38

1

0

0

0

0

0

702

0.10

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

582

0.08

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

408

0.06

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

406

0.06

Are tags as useful as hCard?

That’s only 1 in every 16 queries.

Notes:
- Queries with 0 results with metadata not shown
- You cannot add numberss in columns: a query may return documents with different formats
- Assume queries return more than 10 results

Impressions
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Average impressions per query

The influence of head sites (N=7081)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ANY

2127

1164

492

244

85

24

10

5

3

1

7623

1.08

hcard

1457

370

93

11

3

0

0

0

0

0

2535

0.36

rel-tag

1317

350

95

44

14

8

6

3

1

1

2681

0.38

wikipedia.org

1676

1

0

0

adr

456

77

21

hatom

450

52

youtube.com

475

license

0.24

6

0
0
0 with 1a microformat,
0 1687
If0 YouTube
came
up
it would
be0 the fifth
most
important.
1
0
0
0
0
702

8

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

582

0.08

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

493

0.07

359

21

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

408

0.06

xfn

339

26

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

406

0.06

amazon.com

345

3

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

358

0.05

Impressions
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Average impressions per query

0.10

Restricted by category: local queries (N=129)

ANY
hcard
adr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

36

16

10

0

4

1

0

0

0

0

124

0.96

31

7

5

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

64

0.50

0

0

0

0

0

41

0.32

The query category largely determines
which 15
sites are
important.
8
2
1
0

local.yahoo.com

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

0.19

en.wikipedia.org

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

0.19

rel-tag

19

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23

0.18

geo

16

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

26

0.20

www.yelp.com

16

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16

0.12

www.yellowpages.com

14

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14

0.11

Impressions
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Average impressions per query

Summary
• Time to start looking at the demand side of semantic search
– Size is not a measure of usefulness

• For us, and for now, it’s a matter of who is looking for it
• “We would trade a gene bank for fajita recipes any day”
• Reality of web monetization: pay per eyeball

• Measure different aspects of usefulness
– Usefulness for improving presentation but also usefulness for
ranking, reasoning, disambiguation…

• Site-based analysis
• Linked Data will need to be studied separately
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Query Interpretation

Query Interpretation
• Provide a higher level representation of queries in some conceptual space
– Ideally, the same space in which documents are represented

• Interpretation treated as a separate step from ranking
– Required for federation, i.e. determine where to send the query
– Used in ranking
– Due to performance requirements
• You cannot execute the query to determine what it means and then query again

• Automated process
• Limited user involvement, e.g. search assist, facets

• Important also for query normalization in analysis
– Query log data is extremely sparse: 88% of unique queries are singleton
queries
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Query Interpretation in Semantic Search
• Queries may be keywords, questions, semi-structured, structured etc.
• For now, the world is using keyword queries. But what kind of
structures could be extracted from keyword queries?

Query type

Percent

Example

Entity query

40.60%

starbucks palo alto

Type query

12.13%

plumbers barcelona

Attribute query

4.63%

zip code waterville maine

Relation query

0.68%

chris brown rihanna

Other keyword query

36.10%

nightlife barcelona

• General world knowledge, domain ontologies or the schema of the
Uninterpretable
5.89%
actual
data can be used for
interpretationŸÖÿ≠ÿ±ŸÖ
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Investigating the ontology gap through query logs
• Does the language of users match the ontology of the data?
– Initial step: what is the language of users?

• Observation: the same type of objects often have the same query context
– Users asking for the same aspect of the type

Query

Entity

Context

Class

aspirin side effects

ASPIRIN

+side effects

Anti-inflammatory drugs

ibuprofen side effects

IBUPROFEN

+side effects

Anti-inflammatory drugs

how to take aspirin

ASPIRIN

-how to take

Anti-inflammatory drugs

britney spears video

BRITNEY SPEARS

+video

American film actors

britney spears shaves BRITNEY SPEARS +shaves her
American film actors
Idea:
mine
the
context
words
(prefixes
and
postfixes)
that
are
common
to a class of
• her head
head
objects
– These are potential attributes or relationships
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Models
• Desirable properties:
– P1: Fix is frequent within type
– P2: Fix has frequencies well-distributed across entities
– P3: Fix is infrequent outside of the type

• Models:
type: product
entity

fix

apple ipod nano review
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Models cont.
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Demo
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Qualitative evaluation
• Four wikipedia templates of different sizes
• Bold are the information needs that would be actually
fulfilled by infobox data
Settlement

Musical artist

Drug

Football club

hotels

lyrics

buy

forum

map

buy

what is

news

map of

pictures of

tablets

website

weather

what is

what is

homepage

weather in

video

side effects of

tickets

flights to

download

hydrochloride

official website

weather

hotel

online

badge

hotel

dvd

overdose

fixtures

property in

mp3

capsules

free

cheap flights to

best

addiction

logo
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Evaluation by query prediction
•

Idea: use this method for type-based query completion
–

Expectation is that it improves infrequent queries

•

Three days of UK query log for training, three days of testing

•

Entity-based frequency as baseline (~current search suggest)

•

Measures
–

•

Recall at K, MRR (also per type)

Variables
–

models (M1-M6)

–

number of fixes (1, 5, 10)

–

mapping (templates vs. categories)

–

type to use for a given entity

–

•

Random

•

Most frequent type

•

Best type

•

Combination

To do: number of days of training
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Results: success rate (binned)
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Summary
• Most likely fix given type (M1) works best
• Some improvement on query completion task
– Win for rare queries
– Raw frequency wins quickly because of entity-specific completions

• Potentially highly valuable resource for other applications
– Facets
– Automated or semi-automated construction of query-trigger patterns
– Query classification
– Characterizing and measuring the similarity of websites based on the
entities, fixes and types that lead to the site

• Further work needed to turn this into a vocabulary engineering
method
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Indexing and Ranking

Indexing and Ranking
• Goal:
– Precise matching of the query representation to content
representation over as large a base as possible
– Efficiency in both indexing (offline) and ranking (online)

• Indexing and ranking are the IR core
– Ranking features (TF-IDF, PageRank, clicks) are studied in
great detail
– Machine Learning used to build the model (formula) of how to
combine features
– Lot’s of engineering: specialized data structures, encodings,
distributed architectures, etc.

• We don’t discuss crawling: largely unchanged
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Indexing and Ranking in Semantic Search
• Ranking has not been an issue for the Semantic Web until recently
– Small volumes of data
– Logical framework (relevance is binary)

• More recently:
– Need for searching large volumes of data
– Using keyword queries at least as a starting point

• Databases can execute structured queries and web search
scales… but what’s in between?
– Approaches both from the database and IR worlds
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In the best of cases…
• Matching the query intent with the document metadata can be trivial
– Example: queries composed with Freebase Suggest

Query:
http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/en.Madonna

Interpretation:
http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/en.Madonna

Data
http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/en.Madonna
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Query interpretation is a source of uncertainty
Query:

?

madonna
Interpretation:
<adjunct id="com.yahoo.query.intent" version="0.5">
<type typeof="fb:music.artist foaf:Person">
<meta property="foaf:name">Madonna</meta>
</type>
</adjunct>

Document metadata:
<adjunct id="com.yahoo.page.hcard" version="0.5">
<type typeof=“foaf:Person">
<meta property="foaf:name">Madonna</meta>
</type>
</adjunct>
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Text interpretation is a source of uncertainty
Query:
madonna
Interpretation:
<adjunct id="com.yahoo.query.intent" version="0.5">
<type typeof="fb:music.artist foaf:Person">
<meta property="foaf:name">Madonna</meta>
</type>
</adjunct>

Document metadata:
<adjunct id="com.yahoo.page.hcard" version="0.5">
<type typeof=“foaf:Person">
<meta property="foaf:name">Madonna</meta>
</type>
</adjunct>

?
Text:

Madonna, along with Michael Jackson one of the most successful singers of the
1980s…
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Matching is a source of uncertainty
Query:
madonna
Interpretation:

?

<adjunct id="com.yahoo.query.intent" version="0.5">
<type typeof="fb:music.artist foaf:Person">
<meta property="foaf:name">Madonna</meta>
</type>
</adjunct>

Document metadata:
<adjunct id="com.yahoo.page.hreview" version="0.5">
<type typeof=“review:Review">
<meta property=”review:text”>The latest single by superstar
Madonna has topped the charts for seven consecutive weeks…</meta>
</type>
</adjunct>
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Indexing and Ranking in Semantic Search
• Data integration, ontology mapping and other forms of
reasoning could be used offline or at query time
– Open question precisely what kinds of reasoning are useful for
retrieval
• Ontology matching?
• Entity resolution?

• Shared ontologies are still crucial
– Entity resolution, ranking, presentation can be tailored to the
type of resource

• Heterogeneity, quality of data is still an issue
– Very heterogeneous: from well-curated data sets to
microformats
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Ontology matching and entity resolution
• Ontology matching
– Widely studied in Semantic Web research, see e.g. list of publications at
ontologymatching.org
• Unfortunately, not much of it is applicable in a Web context due to the quality of ontologies

• Entity resolution
– Logic-based approaches in the Semantic Web
– Studied as record linkage in the database literature
• Machine learning based approaches, focusing on attributes

– Graph-based approaches, see e.g. the work of Lisa Getoor are applicable to RDF data
• Improvements over only attribute based matching

• Often combined
– Ontology is also part of the data in Semantic Web!
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Examples of current semantic search engines
• Structured data and hybrid search engines
– Semantic Web search engines
• Sindice, SWSE (VisiNav), Watson, Swoogle, Falcon-S

– Information extraction based
• Google Squared

– Searching curated closed world datasets
• Wolfram Alpha

– Research demos
• Semplore, The Information Workbench

• Document (web) search engines with semantic features
– Yahoo’s SearchMonkey
– Google’s Rich Snippets

• Natural Language search engines
– PowerSet
– Hakia
– TrueKnowledge
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Example: Semplore
• Zhang et al. (IBM China and Shanghai JiaoTong Univ.): Semplore: An
IR Approach to Scalable Hybrid Query of Semantic Web Data
• Hybrid query capability
– Added: virtual “keyword” concepts that can be combined with other formal
concepts in ontology
– Limited to tree-shaped queries with a single query target

• Efficient indexing by extending an IR engine (Lucene)
– Transform RDF triples to artificial documents with fields and terms
– Optimized by the IR engine (e.g. index compression)

• Evaluation on structured queries (LUBM) and hybrid queries on
Wikipedia
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Hybrid Query Capability
•

Example: Find directors who have directed films that are American films and are about war, and
have directed at least one romantic comedy starring both a Best Actor and a Best Actress winner.

Best Actor
Academy Award Winner
“romantic”
directs

FilmDirector

y2

starring

y1
starring

Best Actress
Academy Award Winner
y3

x
directs

AmericanFilm AND “war”
y4
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© 2007 IBM Corporation

Query Evaluation

• Example

Best Actor
s3=(type,
BestActor)
Academy
Award Winner

y2
⋈ (s2, starring, s3)
“romantic”
s2=(text, “romantic”)
starring
s2 = ⋈ (s3, starring¯, s2)
y1
⋈ (s1, directs, s2)
Best Actress
directs
starring
Academy Award Winner
s =(type, FilmDirector)
1

FilmDirector
x

y3

directs

AmericanFilm u “war”
y4

DFS the tree and
conduct the basic
operations on AIS.
© 2007 IBM Corporation
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Index Structure: The Artificial Documents
Document

Field

Term

Concept C

subConOf

Super concepts of C

superConOf Sub concepts of C

Relation R

Individual i

text

Terms in textual properties of C

subRelOf

Super relations of R

superRelOf

Sub relations of R

text

Terms in textual properties of R

type

Concepts that i belongs to

subjOf

All relations R that (i, R, ?) exists

objOf

All relations R that (?, R, i) exists

text

Terms in textual properties of i

This paper’s
focus

© 2007 IBM Corporation
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Indexing the Artificial Documents

• Feed the artificial documents to existing IR engine
• Reuse existing IR engine to index the data
• The result index structure (logical)

For a given subject and a relation, all the objects are stored as the
subject’s artificial document’s positions.
© 2007 IBM Corporation
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Experiments

• Semplore is implemented using Lucene 2.0.0 Java version
and COLT package for fast bit vector operation.
• Tested on PC with Pentium 4 CPU of 3.2GHz and 2G
memory, Java 1.5.
• Data Sets and Index Performance

© 2007 IBM Corporation
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Experiments
•

Response time on structured queries (vs. SOR and Sesame, in ms)

© 2007 IBM Corporation
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Experiments
• Response time on hybrid queries (in ms)

© 2007 IBM Corporation
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Sindice
• Oren et al.: Sindice.com: A Document-oriented Lookup Index for Open Linked
Data
• Crawling Linked Data and extracting microformats, RDFa from well-known sources
– Implements politeness policies
– Uses Yahoo BOSS to discover additional sources
– Accepts pings through PingTheSemanticWeb.com
– Supports Semantic Sitemaps

• Limited reasoning during indexing
– ‘Sandboxed’ reasoning: the ontologies of each document are loaded separately into the
reasoner
– Inverse-Functional Properties (IFPs) such as email addresses are identified and indexed
in a separate index
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Sindice
• Siren indexing engine
– Open source extension to Lucene
– New field type “tuples”
• Index (s, p, o) + (o, rdfs:label, l) as (p, o, l)
• Tokenize URIs

– Expressivity: queries where the subject is the variable, e.g.
– (*, name, "renaud delbru") AND (*, workplace, deri)

– Ranking “comparable to TF-IDF” without global features (such
as PageRank)
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Sindice
• Evaluation only on index size and speed of indexing
– Example: 1.5B triples, 4 nodes, ~22 hours of indexing

• Sindice.com is the basic low level search front-end
– Currently indexing 64 million documents

• Sig.ma is the interactive front-end
– Retrieves and aggregates results for a keyword query
– “Optimistic merging”: everything with the same name is considered the
same, but user can correct results
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Future work: semantic search evaluation
• Problem: lack of rigorous evaluation of results
• A typology of web queries based on structure
– Entity, entity-attribute, entity + context entity, entity type, entity relationship, other
– Tool for annotating web queries

• Relevance evaluation
– Focusing on entity and entity type queries
– Keyword queries, results are lists of entities

• Goal: INEX style evaluation campaign in 2010
– Linked Data or embedded metadata corpus
– A selected set of web queries

• Join the discussion group
– http://groups.yahoo.com/group/semsearcheval/
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Result presentation

Search Interface
• Goal is to facilitate the interaction between the user and the
system
– helping the user to formulate queries
– present the results in an intelligent manner
• Improvements in
– Snippet generation
– Adaptive presentation
• presentation adapts to the kind of query and results presented

– Aggregated search
• Grouping similar items, summarizing results in various ways
• Possibilities for filtering, possibly across different dimensions

– Task completion
• Help the user to fulfill the task by placing the query in a task context
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Microsearch
• Metadata is out there
– Just how much data is out there?
– What is the quality?

• Idea: bring metadata to the surface of search
• How does it work?
– User enters query
– Metadata is extracted dynamically
– Entity reconciliation
– Metadata is used to display
• rich abstracts,
• related pages
• spatial, temporal visualization

• Microsearch prototype
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Example: ivan herman
Geolocation

Rich abstract

Related pages
based on
metadata

Events from
personal
calendar,
Conferences, and
bio from LinkedIn
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Example: peter site:flickr.com

Flickr users
named “Peter” by
geography
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Example: san francisco conference

Conferences in
San Francisco by
date
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Example: greater st. peter

Call phone
number
Save to
address book

(other actions)
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Lessons
• More metadata than we expected
– 53% of unique queries have at least one metadata-enabled page
in top 10 (n=7848)

• Performance is poor
– Metadata needs to come from the index for performance

• ‘Metacrap’ does exist
– Users have to see metadata to spot mistakes in their markup,
warn others

• RDF templating (Fresnel) adds complexity
– Abstract needs to be customized to the particular site, query
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SearchMonkey
• Creating an ecosystem of publishers, developers and endusers
– Motivating and helping publishers to implement semantic
annotation
– Providing tools for developers to create compelling applications
– Focusing on end-user experience

• Rich abstracts as a first application
• Addressing the long tail of query and content production
• Standard Semantic Web technology
– dataRSS = Atom + RDFa
– Industry standard vocabularies

• http://developer.yahoo.com/searchmonkey/
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What is SearchMonkey?
an open platform for using structured data to
build more useful and relevant search results

Before

After
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Enhanced Result

deep
links
image

name/value
pairs or
abstract
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Infobar

YAHOO! CONFIDENTIAL | 66
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SearchMonkey
1

site owners/publishers share structured data with Yahoo!.

2

site owners & third-party developers build SearchMonkey apps.

3

consumers customize their search experience with Enhanced Results or
Infobars
Page Extraction
RDF/Microformat Markup

Acme.com’s
Web Pages
Index

DataRSS feed

Web Services
Acme.com’s
database
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Standard enhanced results
Embed markup in your page, get an enhanced results without any programming
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Documentation
•

Simple and advanced, examples, copy-paste code, validator
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DataRSS
• An Atom extension for structured data
• Why a new format?
– A feed format is required by publishers
• Exclusive content (e.g. partnerships, paid inclusion)
• No changes necessary to the web page
• No standard named graph format for the Semantic Web
– Needed to capture meta-metadata such as source and timestamp of
information

– Not really a new format
• An Atom extension
• Use any RDFa parser to get the triples out
• cf. Google Base feeds
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DataRSS
<?profile http://search.yahoo.com/searchmonkey-profile ?>
<feed xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom ../latest/xsd/datarss.xsd“>
<id>http://www.linkedin.com/datarss/</id>
<author>
<name>Peter Mika (pmika@yahoo-inc.com)</name>
</author>
<title>Example data feed for social</title>
<updated>2007-11-14T04:05:06+07:00</updated>
<entry>
<!-- title field of entry is not used for anything -->
<title>Peter Mika</title>
<!--URL of the webpage extracted from -->
<id>http://www.linkedin.com/ppl/webprofile?id=5054019</id>
<updated>2007-11-14T04:05:06+07:00</updated>
<content type="application/xml">
<y:adjunct version="1.0" name="social-simple" xmlns:y="http://search.yahoo.com/datarss/">
<y:item rel="dc:subject">
<y:type typeof="foaf:Person">
<y:meta property="foaf:name">John Doe</y:meta>
<y:meta property="foaf:gender">male</y:meta>
<y:item rel="foaf:homepage" resource="http://www.joeisageek.com"/>
<y:item rel="foaf:mbox" resource="mailto:johndoe@example.org"/>
<y:item rel="foaf:weblog" resource="http://johnblog.example.org"/>
<y:item rel="foaf:knows">
<y:type typeof="foaf:Person">
<y:meta property="foaf:name">Jane Doe</y:meta>
<y:meta property="foaf:gender">female</y:meta>
<y:item rel="foaf:mbox" resource="mailto:janedoe@example.org"/>
</y:type>
</y:item>
</y:type>
</y:item>
</y:adjunct>
</entry>

</feed>
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Atom 1.0

XML + RDFa

The data part
<adjunct version="1.0" id=“com.yahoo.page.rdfa" xmlns="http://search.yahoo.com/datarss/“
updated=“2007-11-14T04:05:06+07:00”>
<item rel="dc:subject">
<type typeof="foaf:Person">
<meta property="foaf:name">John Doe</meta>
<meta property="foaf:gender">male</meta>
<item rel="foaf:homepage" resource="http://www.joeisageek.com"/>
<item rel="foaf:mbox" resource="mailto:johndoe@example.org"/>
<item rel="foaf:weblog" resource="http://johnblog.example.org"/>
<item rel="foaf:knows">
<type typeof="foaf:Person">
<meta property="foaf:name">Jane Doe</meta>
<meta property="foaf:gender">female</meta>
<item rel="foaf:mbox" resource="mailto:janedoe@example.org"/>
</type>
</item>
</type>
</item>
</adjunct>
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Developer tool: create custom presentations
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Developer tool
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Developer tool
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Developer tool
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Developer tool
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Gallery
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Example apps
• LinkedIn
– hCard plus feed data

• Creative Commons by Ben Adida
– CC in RDFa
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Example apps. II.
• Other me by Dan Brickley
– Google Social Graph API wrapped using a Web Service
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Google’s Rich Snippets
• Shares a subset of the features of SearchMonkey
– Encourages publishers to embed certain microformats and RDFa into
webpages
• Currently reviews, people, products, business & organizations

– These are used to generate richer search results

• SearchMonkey is customizable
– Developers can develop applications themselves

• SearchMonkey is open
– Wide support for standard vocabularies
– API access
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BOSS: Build your Own Search Service
• Ability to re-order results and blend-in addition content
• No restrictions on presentation
• No branding or attribution
• Access to multiple verticals (web search, image, news)
• 40+ supported language and region pairs
• Pricing (BOSS)
– Pay-by-usage
– 10,000 queries a day still free
– Serve any ads you want

• For more info, http://developer.yahoo.com/search/boss/
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BOSS API to structured data
• Simple HTTP GET calls, no authentication
– You need an Application ID: register at
developer.yahoo.com/search/boss/

• http://boss.yahooapis.com/ysearch/web/v1/{query}?
appid={appid}&format=xml&view=searchmonkey_feed
• Restrict your query using special words
– searchmonkey:com.yahoo.page.uf.{format}
• {format} is one of hcard, hcalendar, tag, adr, hresume etc.

– searchmonkey:com.yahoo.page.rdf.rdfa
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Demo: resume search
• Search pages with resume data and given keywords
{keyword} searchmonkey:com.yahoo.page.uf.hresume
• Parse the results as DataRSS (XML)
• Extract information and display using YUI
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Demo: resume search
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Demo: Correlator
• Named entity recognition applied to Wikipedia
• Sentence-level indexing
• Rich visualization
– Places on the map
– Dates on timeline
– Names of people, organizations in a graph
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Demo: Correlator
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Demo: Yahoo Quest
•

Helping users find the right question to ask

•

Navigate possible questions based on nouns and verbs frequently found in
questions related to your keywords

•

NLP parsing adapted to questions, inverted index and forward for quick
counting
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Demo: Semantic bookmarking
• Extracting metadata from the user’s Delicious profile
– Metadata pulled from index and SearchMonkey data services

• Rich representation of bookmarks based on structured data
– Tabular display
– Sorting on attributes
– Map

• Tracking changes in data
– Alert me when the price drops below…

• Prototype: house search application
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Demo: Semantic bookmarking
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Summary
• Semantic Search impacts every step of the process
– Document processing
• Human effort: developers, site owners
• Machine effort: NLP, IE

– Query intent analysis
– Indexing and ranking
– Interface
• Both query input and result presentation
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Key areas of future work and emerging topics
• (Semi-)automated ways of metadata creation
– How do we go from 5% to 95%?

• Data quality
– Can we trust statements people make about each other’s data?

• Reasoning
– To what extent is reasoning useful?

• Scale
– What is between databases and IR engines?

• Solving the ontology problem
– How do we get people to reuse vocabularies?

• Semantic ads
• Personalization
• Mobile
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Contact
• Peter Mika
– pmika@yahoo-inc.com

• SearchMonkey
– developer.yahoo.com/searchmo
nkey/
– mailing lists
• searchmonkeydevelopers@yahoogroups.com
• searchmonkeysiteowners@yahoogroups.com

– forums
• http://suggestions.yahoo.com/se
archmonkey
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